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Well, now, what have we here? 
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, ____ - ~_-.~- '.~ _,As .. recently",as~last Fdda'y"the~stock.markeot~had,be.en.beha¥.1ng<in Jhe.same .. , __ ""'--
familiar, if boring, fashion we have come to know, if not, particularly, to love. The Dow, after 
six straight advancing days, had risen once more to the top of its 1977 downtrend channel while 
the S & P 500 had reached its best level since last March. Our Cumulative Index, as it had been 
doing ever since spring, had moved to a new 1974-77 high, and most broad-market indicators were 
happily in gear on the upside. 

At this point, the proverbial roof fell in. The week opened with a nine-point 
decline, another six points was subtracted on Tuesday, and Wednesday produced a rouser of a 20-
point drop that moved the Dow to a new 19-month low. Early trading on Friday was extending the 
drop still further. 

Two pOints, it seems to us, are worth noting. The first is that there is no deny
ing the severity of the decline and, thus, the potential technical damage that has resulted. It has 
been possible on many occasions so far this year to point -- with justification -- to the fact that 
the averages were understating the market's performance on downswings and that the bulk of the 
list was not, in fact, acting all that badly. Such was most certainly not the case early this week. 
Wednesday's trading saw 1327 declining issues, a number sufficient to suggest a relatively ex
treme degree of severity. The Transportation Index, until lately an above-average performer, 
broke to a new low underneath a line formation which had contained it since late May. 64 new 
lows for the year were scored in Wednesday's trading, and, in a weekly scan which we regularly 
perform, 197 issues,or almost 14% of the stocks under survey, declined 5% or more on the week. 
It was, in short, a nasty piece of work. ! ~ .. _~'~_'_ --- - .....,~__-'-'--c~_ While all this must be admitted; it must also be not;;jttiat one week is still ' 
only one week. As we suggested above and as we discussed at length in this space three weeks 
ago, most indices of overall market behavior have been demonstrating perfectly satisfactory up-
side action despite the weakness in the Dow. That upside action continued unabated through last 
Friday. While the sharp correction has certainly created the potential for a fair amount of techni
cal damage, it is hardly by itself enough to constitute a harbinger of extreme weakness. In most 
cases, and we do not think that the present one will be an exception, it is not short-term down
swings which provide clues as to the market's future direction; it is, rather, the nature and extent 
of the rallies which follow. A weak rally attempt and subsequent turndown after whatever bottom 
is reached on the current move would certainly have to be viewed with suspicion. Needless to 
say, this chain of events has not yet occurred and would, at a minimum, require a few more weeks 
to complete. 

Even the action of the Dow, furthermore, was well within the context of the 
downtrend which has been established since the first of the year. We have drawn attention to that 
downtrend channel in this space in the past. Its lower limit, even recomputed to include the re
cent lows, is at around the 878 level. Thus, the drop has done nothing mOre than bring the 30 
Industrials back to the bottom of a channel which has contained them for all of 1977 thus far, the 
fourth time this year that a move toward the bottom of this channel has taken place. 

What, then, of the immediate future? The short duration of the decline to date, 
while it places a limit on the long-term technical damage done, also raises the possibility that _ 

- the-doWnswingmay-'liol'iet'ha-verun'its cciUrS€."' 'In -a~feW"days, short=term marKet oscilliitOrs'llave 
not yet had a chance to reach the sort of oversold territory from which a rebound might be expected 
to take place. However, further weakness would create such a condition and provide the back
ground for a short-range advance. It will be the character of this advance, as suggested above, 
that should be watched. 
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